Introduction

Input Nodes:
The Source nodes section allows the user to specify the source nodes (i.e. the nodes from which the signals' cascades will start). The nodes can be selected manually from the list of nodes appearing in this section or by copying and pasting the list of desired nodes in the dialog window after clicking on the set source nodes button.
The Target nodes section allows the user to select the target nodes (i.e. the nodes intended to be blocked). The nodes can be selected manually from the list of nodes appearing in this section or by copying and pasting a list of nodes in the dialog window after clicking on the set of target nodes button.
The Side-effect nodes section is an optional column for the user that allows to select offtarget nodes, that is, nodes that are preferred to be avoided when constructing CIs. A CI that contains a node from such given list, will then receive a penalty. The nodes can be selected manually from the list of nodes appearing in this column or by copying and pasting the list of nodes in the dialog window after clicking on the set side-effects nodes button.
Specifying Signs of Edges:
The algorithm in OCSANA requires the type of interactions in the network (in the interaction attribute of edges as activation or inhibition). When the user does not specify the sign of a given edge in the network, OCSANA will automatically convert such unspecified sign to activation.
Specifying the Path Search Algorithm:
Because for large networks, the number of paths can be exponential, the computation of elementary paths and/or minimal hitting sets can be computationally prohibiting. To ameliorate this problem, we integrated from the Java library BiNoM [Zinovyev et al., 2008] , three alternative path analyses: Shortest paths, Optimal and suboptimal shortest paths and, All the non-self-intersecting paths (which do not include inner loops).
Once the source, target and side-effects nodes have been specified, the user should select the type of path search algorithm to be used:
Shortest Paths searches for the paths with the shortest length among all the elementary paths connecting source nodes to target nodes and source nodes to side-effect nodes (via Dijkstra's algorithm).
Optimal and suboptimal shortest paths. A suboptimal path is constructed by removing all edges of all shortest paths one by one, and finding the new shortest path.
All non self-intersecting paths considers all the paths, between specified nodes, that do not contain loops (self-intersections).
Because the amount of non self-intersecting paths can as well increase exponentially for large networks, OCSANA allows to specify the maximum length of the non-self-intersecting paths to be found:
Use finite search radius, if selected, allows the user to specify an upper bound for the length of the non self-intersecting paths between nodes.
Specifying characteristics of optimal CIs sets:
Optimal CIs search algorithm: depending on the size of the network and the amount of nodes selected, the user has the option to select between Exact solution (Berge's algorithm) or selective enumeration approaches, to compute and prioritize CIs.
Exact Solution (Berge's algorithm) is based on the algorithm proposed in [Haus et al., 2008] , a special encoding of Berge's algorithm [Berge, 1989] . The Exact Solution computes all minimal CIs of all sizes and it is also adapted to compute all CIs up to a specified size .
The CIs are presented as a prioritized list according to their OCSANA scores. This approach is in general very efficient for small to medium size networks (approx. less than 300 nodes).
Selective Enumeration refers to the weighted-greedy algorithm to find the most optimal CIs up to a specified size. The selective enumeration approach can be as well parametrized to identify, by full enumeration, all minimal CIs of all sizes or up to a specified size.
Max. set size is a parameter used in both Exact Solution and Selective Enumeration, to specify the maximum size of optimal CIs to be identified. The default value for this parameter is 10.
Max Nb of (million) CIs is a parameter used when the selective enumeration algorithm is selected. OCSANA searches in tandem CIs of size 1, 2, 3, and so on; as the size of CIs increases, there is a combinatorial explosion of candidate sets to be considered. Thus Max Nb of (million) hit sets parameter allows the user to specify an upper bound for the number of candidate CIs to be tested at each given combination set size. The default value for this parameter is 50.
A Walkthrough Example
We have created a toy example to present a step by step analysis with OCSANA. You can download it from ToyExample.cys that we have included in our website.
In the "Download and Installation" section, we have explained where to obtain and how to install OCSANA's software (either as standalone software or in its version included in BiNoM). For simplicity, we will run this example assuming OCSANA will be run from BiNoM.
Launch the Cytoscape application
Double-click on the icon created by the installer or by running cytoscape.sh from the command line (Linux or Mac OS X) or double-clicking cytoscape.bat (Windows).
The user can copy-paste this tab separated table in order to analyze several aspects. For instance, the user might be interested to find the smallest possible size of CIs, even if they don't have the highest OCSANA scores (for example, when trying to identify synthetic lethal pairs, in which case, the CIs of size 2 will be selected and the user can re-rank them according to their OCSANA's scores). Also it is useful to observe in the last column corresponding to the summand involved for side-effects, whether the CIs has or not side-effect and how large is this in comparison with their effect on targets. Visualize Results: This offers the option to generate the Cytoscape subnetworks for the top CIs identified (the amount of top CIs is a parameter the user can specify). For every CI identified, a subnetwork is generated with the involved source, target and off-target nodes and the elementary paths joining them (according to the selected path analysis chosen). The nodes in this subnetworks will now be assigned attributes to highlight the participation of the different nodes in the tops CIs.
For our current example, because we have two source nodes, two subnetworks will be generated, one for source nodes I1 and all the downstream nodes to the targets and off-target nodes and, analogously, a second subnetwork for node I2. In the next picture, we see for instance, the subnetwork generated with the source node I2:
In this subnetwork we can easily observe the two elementary paths that connect the source node I2 with the target node O1: I2->B->E->O1 and I2->C->E->O1. We can also observe that I2 has a path to the off-target (side-effect) node O2. Now, by clicking at the "Selection Attributes" button at the bottom of the Cytoscape window, we are able to see that the nodes in this subnetwork have new attributes: an attribute is per identified CI is created. Because we might have several CIs, the user can select the maximum amount of CIs attributes to be displayed (by default 100). From the picture above we see that 7 node attributes that were created. After highlighting each one of the nodes in the networks (appearing in yellow), we can see a "1" in a given node attribute if the elementary node in question belongs to the corresponding CI assign in the attribute. Because the network has 10 nodes, 2 of which are targets, we have at most 8 nodes with which to ensemble CIs, thus being the network very small, we can select Max. CI Size to be 8. Now, for a given ! , the largest possible number of candidate sets that can be constructed is given size. What this means is that the selective enumeration approach, for these given parameters will test the entire set of candidate CIs (thus doing a full enumeration). Therefore the solution will be exactly the same as the exact approach and the output dialog window will display the exact same results:
